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Museum re-opening
A working group has been set up to plan for the re-opening of the museum on the weekend of 26th/27th

June. This group will assess the situation regarding Covid-19 and identify what changes will be needed
to our normal steaming weekend operation. The group is comprised of: Stephen Fielding (Chair), John
Barnes  (Museum Manager  and front  of house),  Martin  Wicks (Health and Safety)  and Ellie  Quick
(Refreshments). Updates will be provided to all volunteers as progress is made on the re-opening plans. 

Kempton in bloom (updates from Anna Lappin and Stephen Fielding).
Metropolitan Water Board pumping stations took great pride in the appearance of their premises. These
often had impressive gardens and could employ more gardeners than filtration and mechanical section
staff. They became a source of competition between local stations (are we going up against Kew here!). 

After the passing of the late volunteer Andrew Oliver, who used to tend to the gardens, little has been
done in the way of maintenance and these have become overgrown and in places strewn with litter. The
‘Kempton in bloom’ initiative aims to continue with Andrew’s work by restoring the gardens back to
beauty, in reflection of the splendour of the Great Engines and their housing. Gardening measures will
increase the biodiversity of the area, encourage wildlife such as butterflies, bees, and birds, and could
help with any future climate pledges to which the museum may wish to adhere. It will also provide a
more pleasant environment for our visitors should Covid safety measures mean that more time has to be
spent outside rather than within the museum building. The work is being driven by Anna, Stephen and
Martin, but anyone else, green fingered or not, would be welcome to help out with this. 
The team is very short of gardening tools and equipment. If you have any spare items of this sort and
can donate them to the museum please bring them into Kempton where they will be put to good use.
Projects update
The Society committee met (by Zoom!) on 23rd March to consider the current portfolio of projects and
decide on which ones should be progressed in the current circumstances. Key decisions made were:
• New crew cabin, refreshment area upgrade and entrance foyer remodelling are all deferred until next

year. This will allow any ongoing implications of Covid-19 to be considered and taken into account. 
• IT upgrade,  garden improvements (Kempton in bloom),  museum lighting and new interpretation

material (visitor hand-out, information booklet and touch screen displays), will all be progressed.
• Toilet refurbishment will be progressed in conjunction with the railway. The key objective will be to

ensure that these are safe to use with input being sought from the museum re-opening working group.

Happy birthday Single News!
Finally, Single News is a now year old. I hope you find it useful as a way of keeping up with some of
things that are going on at Kempton. Comments are always welcome – please feel free to email me at
‘rabbott@blueyonder.co.uk’, or speak with me when I am at Kempton (usually on Tuesdays).
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For further information on any of these items or on other things going on at Kempton please speak 
with your team leader, or see the minutes from the most recent KGES committee meeting located here:
http://www.kemptonsteam.org/kempton-great-engine-society-meeting-minutes/ 
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